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The global pandemic of the Coronavirus has significantly impacted the
sports and live event industries. Across the world, governing bodies of the
sport of polo have responded to the outbreak by postponing and cancelling
tournaments and have recommended event organizers and member clubs
to do the same in an effort to minimize the spread of the virus and to
protect its participants.

This temporary disruption is something many polo event organizers and club
managers worldwide are navigating. In response, Outside The Boards™ goal
is provide insights and best practices as the polo community faces this
pandemic head on.
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STAY INFORMED
NAVIGATING COVID-19

It is vital that polo event organizers stay informed and up-to-date about
the Coronavirus and how it is impacting various parts of the world to
ensure the safety of you, players, staff and attendees.

In addition to your local public health officials and local authorities,
please follow these resources …
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SPORTS IMPACTED
NAVIGATING COVID-19
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United States Polo Association (USPA)
To Date: Canceled the balance of the 2020 Gauntlet 
Cup season.

Federation Equestre Internationale (FEI)
To Date: Las Vegas World Cup Finals from April 15-19 
Canceled

Professional Golf Association (PGA) 
To Date: All March tournaments canceled, April events 
postponed for the time being

Kentucky Derby
To Date: The May 2nd Louisville event postponed to 
September 5th

Major League Baseball (MLB)
To Date: Preseason from March 12th canceled. Regular 
season postponed

National Basketball Association (NBA)
To Date: Regular season competition from March 11th

suspended

National Hockey League (NHL) 
To Date: Regular season competition from March 12th

suspended

Major League Soccer (MLS)
To Date: Regular Season competition from March 12th

suspended

For a full and detailed list of sports suspensions, postponements and cancellations, you can www.espn.com



MONITOR & CONNECT W/ OTHERS
NAVIGATING COVID-19

At its center, polo is no different than any other sport. It involves players, umpires, grooms, event staff and
spectators. For some, it is also a live public event. These types of events occur every day in your community.
So monitor and communicate with other sports and live event organizers in your community for advice and
guidance on how to plan and respond to the pandemic.

WHO TO CONTACT & MONITOR
• United States Polo Association
• Local Municipality
• Business Chamber of Commerce
• Tourist Bureau | Department
• Live Entertainment & Sports Event Organizers (e.g. Concerts, Festivals, etc.)
• Other Polo Associations, Clubs & Events
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CONSIDER ALL SCENARIOS 
NAVIGATING COVID-19

While staying informed and taking direction from experts and authorities from now and in the future, Clubs
and Event Organizers should consider all possible scenarios to determine when and how it should execute
live polo events:
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PUBLIC EVENTS POSTPONE CANCELNON-PUBLIC

If postponing or rescheduling 
seems difficult or impossible, 
better to cancel and get the 
word out to your community 

ASAP.

While this is a temporary 
disruption, determine 

whether your event can be 
postponed by consulting with 

your stakeholders.

If large groups are not 
advised, polo can still be 

played and limited to those 
essential to the match’s 

execution.

Organizer’s with matches 
open to the public should take 
proactive steps to protect your 

spectators and participants.

For further guidance on the above, reference the next few pages.



POBLIC EVENTS
NAVIGATING COVID-19

If restrictions are lifted and you are allowed too host public events, great! Then proceed as planned. However,
your participants and spectators will need assurance that the organizer is responsible and have taken proactive
steps to promote health and hygiene.
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INVEST IN
EQUIPMENT

DESIGNATED 
STAFF

SEATING & CAPACITY 
CHANGES

EDUCATE & 
INFORM

Intercept attendees with 
hand washing and 
sanitizer dispenser 

stations throughout your 
venue to promote health 

and hygiene.

Inform attendees the 
importance of good 
hygiene via signage 

throughout your venue 
reminding them to wash 

their hands.

Consider hiring staff or a 
third-party custodial 

service to ensure your 
venue is cleaned at all 

times before, during and 
after events.

Limit your number of 
attendees to a capacity 
or rearrange spectator 

seating to create an 
opportunities to enforce 

social distancing.

EVENT
RESTRICTIONS

Impose restrictions to 
keep your attendees safe 
and healthy. This might 
include no outside food 

or use of disposable 
glassware.



NON-POBLIC EVENTS
NAVIGATING COVID-19

You can still host your polo event, but are limited to the number of people that can attend. If you don’t rely on
ticket revenue, you are free to host polo matches. But if you do, you might want to consider postponing or
canceling your event. If you still plan hosting polo matches, here is some advice.
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ESSENTIAL 
PEOPLE ONLY GO VIRTUAL

INFORM
ATTENDEES

Essential people are only 
allowed too attend 
matches, including 

players, grooms, 
umpires, flaggers, and 

scorekeepers. 

Inform attendees 
immediately of your 

event changes and any 
plans of a ticket refund 

or transfer.

Keep your member 
players and die hard fans 

informed by live 
streaming matches and 

producing engaging 
content.



POSTPONING
NAVIGATING COVID-19

We hope this pandemic is only temporary and only affects seasons and events in the next few weeks, so if you
have made the decision to postpone your polo event, here is some guidance on how to do it appropriately while
putting your participants and spectators first.
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ESTABLISH A
NEW DATE

TICKET
TRANSFERS

PROACTIVE
MEASURES

TICKET 
REFUNDS

Prior to announcing a 
postponement, be sure 
to have a replacement 

date identified to spread 
to everyone.

Your new event or 
location may not work 
for your spectators, so 

consider offering refunds 
to ticket holders.

Offer to transfer 
spectator tickets to the 
new event or any event 
on your club’s season 

schedule.

Inform your spectators of 
what protocols and 

equipment you put in 
place to make attendees 

feel safe and healthy.

COMMUNICATE
RESTRICTIONS

Inform your spectators 
what restrictions you put 
in place to minimize the 
spread of the virus while 
keeping attendees safe.



CANCELING
NAVIGATING COVID-19

If you are unable to postpone and have no other choice but to cancel, it is important to communicate this
information to you stakeholders and spectators as soon as possible. Here is some further guidance on how to
do it appropriately.
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ADVISE
EVENT PARTNERS

TICKET
TRANSFERS

PARTNER
MAKE GOODS

TICKET 
REFUNDS

Advise your sponsors, 
vendors and other key 
stakeholders of your 

decision and what your 
future plans are.

Unable to reschedule or 
unclear if you will host 

the event the next year? 
It is advised to issue a 
refund to attendees.

Able to reschedule the 
event to next year? 

Consider transferring 
tickets to subsidize any 

losses.

Be prepared to offer 
Sponsors refunds or 

transfer their investment 
to the following year to 

make good on their 
investment.



SBA LOAN ASSITANCE
NAVIGATING COVID-19

We understand event organizers are concerned about the future. Which
is why we wanted those of you in the United States to know that there
may be some assistance.

The U.S. Small Business Association (SBA) Economic Injury Disaster Loan
assistance offers low-interest loans to businesses affected by declared
disasters.

These loans can be used to pay fixed debts, payroll, accounts payable and
other bills that can’t be paid because of the pandemic’s impact. Here’s
what you need to know about the program, as well as how to apply and
qualify.

For information about this loan and how to apply, please contact OTB™ at
info@outsidetheboards.com
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LOAN ASSISTANCE FOR COVID-19

On March 6, the U.S. Congress passed a
COVID-19 preparedness and response
supplemental funding bill that designated
COVID-19 as a disaster under the Small
Business Administration (SBA) and
provided $20 million to support the SBA’s
administration of loan subsidies to small
businesses. Through this designation,
small businesses will now have access to
up to $7 billion in low-interest Economic
Injury Disaster Loans (EIDL), of up to $2
million per loan.



WE ARE HERE TO HELP
NAVIGATING COVID-19

Outside the Boards™ wants to make sure you have the necessary
resources and guidance to navigate through this unprecedented time. So
that when the pandemic passes, you know that you were proactive and
made educated decisions that helped protect your event or club and
sustained relationships with all your fans, players, staff and event
partners.

If you have more questions and require further guidance, please do not
hesitate to contact us. Let us help you!
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REPORT SOURCES & RESOURCES
NAVIGATING COVID-19

ESPN.COM
CONTENT: List of Sporting Events Canceled, Postponed or Suspended due to the Coronavirus
https://www.espn.com/olympics/story/_/id/28824781/list-sporting-events-canceled-coronavirus
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WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
CONTENT: Key planning recommendations for Mass Gatherings in the context of the current COVID-19 outbreak
https://www.who.int/publications-detail/key-planning-recommendations-for-mass-gatherings-in-the-context-of-the-current-covid-19-outbreak

EVENTBRITE
CONTENT: Coronavirus Event Resources for Organizers
https://www.eventbrite.com/l/coronavirus-resources-event-organizers/

CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION
CONTENT: Get Your Mass Gatherings or Large Community Events Ready
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/large-events/mass-gatherings-ready-for-covid-19.html

HUMAN RESOURCE EXECUTIVE
CONTENT: ‘Handshake-free’ meetings and other coronavirus precautions
https://hrexecutive.com/handshake-free-meetings-and-other-coronavirus-precautions/
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DANIEL O’LEARY
FOUNDER & PRESIDENT
OUTSIDE THE BOARDS™
E: info@outsidetheboards.com
C: (312) 448-4693

DISCALIMER:
The information provided in this report does not, and is not intended to, constitute legal advice; instead, all
information, content, and materials available in this report are for general informational purposes only. Information
in this report may not constitute the most up-to-date legal or other information. This report contains links to other
third-party websites. Such links are only for the convenience of the reader, user or browser; Outside the Boards™
and its members do not recommend or endorse the contents of the third-party sites.

http://outsidetheboards.com

